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Dan Wolterman Receives the 2012 Earl M. Collier Award
for Distinguished Health Care Administration
By Carolyn Jones

W

hen President Barack Obama signed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act into
law almost three years ago, health policy experts plowed through every page. So did Dan
Wolterman. He read the 2,400-page tome three times, cover to cover; then, after wading
through at least 20 expert analyses, he read the law again. But Wolterman isn’t a policy wonk. He’s the
president and chief executive officer of Houston-based Memorial Hermann Healthcare System, one of
the largest health care systems in Texas.
“I wanted to understand how the act would
affect not just my group but the entire country
for years to come,” he said.
Indeed, despite being responsible for 12
hospitals, more than 20,000 employees, some
5,000 affiliated physicians and nearly 1 million
patient visits per year, Wolterman is best at
gazing into the future. He spends much of his
time crunching fiscal and demographic data,
tracking policy debates, and staying in touch
with federal and state legislators. Keeping
Memorial Hermann nimble, he explained,
means being in constant evolution.
“I need to put Memorial Hermann in a
position to prosper three to five years from
now,” he said.
To accomplish this, Wolterman relies on
a first-rate management team to direct the
system’s daily operations, thus freeing him to
monitor the big picture. This approach has
paid off. Under Wolterman’s stewardship,
Memorial Hermann has won an array of
quality and patient safety awards. The system’s
financial stability, central to its patient-oriented
approach, means that in 2011 the system was
able to provide more than $900 million in
uncompensated care yet still hold financial
reserves of $1.4 billion. Memorial Hermann
also has formed a Medicare accountable care
organization, fostered more than 200 medical
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Wolterman spoke at the groundbreaking ceremony for the new Memorial Hermann Convenient Care Center, which provides one-stop, highly
coordinated access to an extensive array of Memorial Hermann services
all in a single location.

home practices, and clinically integrated more than
2,200 affiliated physicians. These feats make the
system a national leader in operationally efficient,
high-quality and compassionate patient care.
For these achievements, and for his far-sighted
focus on health care, Wolterman has been selected as
the 2012 recipient of the Texas Hospital Association’s
highest honor, the Earl M. Collier Award for Distinguished Health Care Administration. Wolterman will
receive the award on Feb. 13 during the THA 2013
Annual Conference and Expo.
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Wolterman relies on his management team to direct the system’s daily operations, thus freeing him to monitor the big picture.

Happening Upon Health Care

Wolterman hadn’t planned to be a health
care executive. As an accounting freshman
at the University of Cincinnati in 1975, he
needed a job – any job – that allowed him
to earn money after class. He applied for
the unit clerk position in the trauma center
at Children’s Hospital Medical Center,
landed it, and became the first male clerk the
hospital had ever hired. It was there that the
health care bug bit him.
“My experience as a clerk opened my eyes
to the opportunities in health care administration,” Wolterman said. “I saw both the
clinical side and the business side; it was
both challenging and people-oriented. By
the end of my junior year of college, I was
convinced that’s what I wanted to be.”
Once Wolterman had set his compass
toward health management, his ascent
through its ranks was rapid. He held a range
of senior managerial positions in hospitals

across Florida, Indiana, Texas and Utah. In
2002, he became the president and CEO
of Memorial Hermann, and since then,
the system has become synonymous with
quality and patient safety. Today Memorial
Hermann can report a dramatic reduction in
hospital-acquired infections, while preventable safety incidents have dropped to zero.
The system has won a number of quality
and safety awards, including THA’s 2011
Bill Aston Award for Quality. Moreover,
Wolterman was ranked no. 15 in Modern
Healthcare magazine’s 2012 list of the 100
Most Influential People in Healthcare,
ahead of many prominent national figures,
including the director of the National
Institutes of Health and the U.S. surgeon
general.

Staying Ahead of the Game

Wolterman attributes his achievements to
his early career mentor, the late Jim Lane,

chief operating officer of Holy Cross Health
System in southern Indiana.
“Jim could see my potential to develop,
and he pushed me,” said Wolterman. “He
forced me out of my comfort zone. He
taught me the importance of volunteer work
and of not getting so consumed in your job
that you don’t network with colleagues.”
Wolterman believes in the value of networking with fellow hospitals to shape state
policy and regulation. As a member of the
THA Board of Trustees, he provides valuable input to the association on topical issues
and policy positions. His strategic approach
does not go unnoticed.
“Dan is always ahead of the game,” said
Deborah Cannon, chair of the Memorial
Hermann Hospital System Board of Directors, citing his quest to provide the best
quality health care in the country, to expand
outpatient services before it was on most
Continued on page 19
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hospitals’ radars, and to fully understand
the implications of the PPACA despite its
complexity. “He never has to catch up. He’s
being a visionary before most people even
understand what’s going on.”

Keeping It Simple

Wolterman is both shrewd and practical.
When asked how he tackles complicated
challenges, Wolterman replied that he keeps
it simple.
“I try to find the lowest denominator of a
problem and have decisions made as close
as possible to where care is actually given,”
he said.
Wolterman emphasized the importance of
addressing the root of problems rather than
merely their symptoms. He noted that Memorial Hermann’s patient safety journey has
been instructive. When he first became CEO,
Wolterman resolved to make the system a
leader in quality, patient safety and customer
service. Achieving this, he projected, would
cause patients and physicians to seek the system out, and financial prosperity would result.
However, two years into the journey, two
adverse patient safety events showed Wolterman that the system hadn’t focused on the
real problem: the organizational culture.
“We had been looking at the symptoms –
infections, patient falls, et cetera,” he said.
“Once we started working on a culture oriented toward patient safety, we just took off.”
Overseeing culture change in an organization as large as Memorial Hermann is no
small task. In order for the system to become
a high reliability organization where zero
incidents is the only acceptable standard,
patient safety and quality had to become
central to the job duties of every employee.
Getting buy-in for this initiative was a
testimony to his leadership, according to Bob
Croyle, chair of the Memorial Hermann
Healthcare System Board of Directors.
“Dan has high expectations of his staff,”
Croyle said, “but he doesn’t ask people to do
something that he doesn’t understand. He asks
staff to stretch themselves, and he doesn’t expect any less from them than what he expects
from himself.”
Wolterman’s indefatigable energy, careerlong experience in health care and extraordinarily high standards are what Croyle believes
make him an inspirational leader worthy of
recognition.

Wolterman spoke during a dedication ceremony at one of Memorial Hermann’s school-based clinics, which provide access to
care for 31,000 Houston-area children through school-based clinics and mobile dental vans.

Maintaining Home Advantage

“Dan has a
unique ability
to look into the
future and to
position his
health care
system in the
right place at
the right time
as health care
changes.”
— Bob Croyle

Chair, Memorial Hermann
Healthcare System Board of Directors

That appreciation goes both ways. Wolterman
finds that working alongside Memorial Hermann’s dedicated professionals, who share
his goal to improve people’s lives, make it a
joy for him to come to work. Yet he admits
that professional satisfaction is secondary to
the strength provided by his wife and three
children.
“My family has always come before my
career,” Wolterman said. “They are my outlet,
my release. I owe most of my success and
motivation to them.”
It’s that motivation that distinguishes
Wolterman. His fixation on lowering health
costs while improving quality is a conundrum that he worries the PPACA – a copy
of which he still keeps in a two-foot-high
stack beside his desk – won’t solve. This
means that he must scan a broader and more
distant horizon in order to keep his organization one step ahead.
“Dan has a unique ability to look into the
future and to position his health care system
in the right place at the right time as health
care changes,” said Croyle.
As a strategic leader, an astute businessman and a passionate patient advocate,
Wolterman undoubtedly has the far-sighted
focus that Memorial Hermann needs to
meet that future head on. H
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